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Dear Parents and Guardians 
 

Leaving a Legacy 
 

This newsletter has a section that pays tribute to how firstly Reginald Hornsby and his wife, 
Mary, St Paul’s fifth Headmaster and our sixth Headmaster, Mr Tony Hart, had a crucial 
impact on the School’s history. 
 
When Reg and Mary Hornsby arrived in September 1963, St Paul’s Collegiate School was 
close to folding, but by the time he left, the School was in a secure position, with a strong 
staff and facilities comparable to their State counterparts.  Incredibly, the Hornsby’s did not 
just lead the School; they were amazingly generous in their financial contribution – personally 
giving between $2m to $3m in current money terms.  Their legacy is clearly seen in many of 
the facilities (i.e. the library, dining room, music suite) and Trusts which today support the 
Bayview and Whesby Scholarships. 

Tony Hart left a different type of legacy.  His ten years at the helm saw the School 
consolidate its position as one of the central North Island’s leading Schools.  His and John 
Mortimer’s vision, of establishing a Venture Campus at Tihoi has had a life-changing impact 
on many men since. 
 
Throughout the School’s history, there have been highs and low points.  Fortunately, as we 
have matured, the low points have been well and truly surpassed by an upward and positive 
momentum.  To get to where we are today however has not been by any means just due to 
the Headmasters that have led the School.  The achievements during their tenure’s in office 
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have been possible only through the loyalty, commitment and hard work of so many 
members of the St Paul’s community – the teaching staff and Board of Trustees (past and 
present), the parents and their Parents’ Association, Old Collegians, and current students.  
So many families have made a huge personal sacrifice to send their sons and daughters to 
St Paul’s.  Many have worked hard to raise money; for the various building projects, the 
purchase of Tihoi, the equipment needed to be competitive in expensive sports such as 
Rowing and Hockey. 
 
Over the past couple of weeks, I have challenged the current students to think about the 
legacy they want to leave on places like St Paul’s and in society in general.  Plenty of the 
current School population will be financially successful in their futures, but the definition of 
success in life goes well beyond business achievement, houses, farms, property items and 
trips overseas. 
 
As a Nation, as a whole, New Zealanders don’t have a huge history of philanthropy.  We 
have had our generous individuals such as Sir John Logan Campbell, “the father of 
Auckland” and more recently people such as Gareth Morgan and Owen Glenn.  But a 
measure of a person’s generosity is not the size of their gift, but the commitment and 
sacrifice that needs to be made when making it. 
 
Recently we have started work at St Paul’s on the initial stages of the expansion and 
redevelopment of the Sargood Boarding House.  How much of the Sargood project we are 
able to complete, and indeed future projects, such as an extra Music classroom and practice 
rooms; the expansion of our Library to become the hub of learning and study in the School; 
new general classroom facilities and the well overdue upgrade and expansion of the Williams 
Boarding House, will all depend on capital fundraising. 
 
As an Independent School, the grants we receive do not even equal the sum that we pay to 
the government in GST.  While we have made significant improvements in facilities – both 
ICT and buildings, over the past three years, we will not be progressing at such a significant 
pace in the future, unless we are able to raise money from within the wider community. 
 
A generous donation from an individual, enabled us to engage an independent company, 
Xponential Philanthropy to do a Feasibility Study on whether there was support for a capital 
campaign to raise $4m over a 3-5 year period.  Xponential, over the period of six months, 
conducted personal interviews with 39 prominent members of the wider School community 
(i.e. a combination of current parents, past parents and Old Collegians), and the results were 
extremely encouraging.  Interestingly, most interviewees felt that St Paul’s Collegiate needed 
to do more to increase its public profile and in particular be more vocal and visible in 
proclaiming its achievements.  Most believed that the Tihoi Venture School was a one of a 
kind experience that only St Paul’s provided; was an extremely important part of the School’s 
curriculum and provided a competitive advantage for the School.  The academic 
achievement, discipline and culture of the School were rated highly by most individuals.  The 
vast majority of those interviewed felt that given the extraordinary goodwill that the School 
possesses, the target of $4m fundraised for a $9m capital expenditure programme was 
possible. 
 
As a School, I feel we do an effective job communicating with our current parents through 
meetings; the Informer newsletter; Network magazine and website.  We have worked on 
communicating with Old Collegians, but still have a way to go in this area.  However we 
haven’t linked effectively with past parents and haven’t been able to communicate and 
engage with them on what is currently happening at St Paul’s - encouraging them to come 
along and support sporting and special events, etc. 
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In September, we have a new position at St Paul’s Collegiate - Director of Development.  We 
have appointed Mrs Michelle Smith, who has had a high profile marketing role at the 
Hamilton City Council.  Michelle’s job will be to engage with present and past parents, Old 
Collegians, and with interest groups in the Waikato.  Mrs Smith will head the capital 
fundraising campaign and build on the positive feedback we received from the Xponential 
Feasibility Study.  As a School community we want to engage with and provide an 
opportunity for people who have enjoyed the St Paul’s experience, to leave their legacy for 
the future wellbeing of this very special unique place. 

 

LEAVING A LEGACY – THE IMPACT OF THE HORNSBY’S AND THE WHESBY TRUST 

 
One of the most inspirational influences on St Paul’s Collegiate School was provided by Mr 
Reginald Hornsby and his wife Mary. 
 
Mr Hornsby took up his appointment as Headmaster at St Paul’s in September 1963, having 
been a highly regarded and successful Headmaster at both King’s School, Petersborough, 
United Kingdom and Christ’s College, Christchurch, New Zealand.  He inherited a School in 
Hamilton that was teetering on the brink and was the School’s fifth Headmaster in its first four 
years of existence. 
 
A decorated Second World War hero, who had been a major in charge of a Ghurkha 
regiment, Mr Hornsby came from humble beginnings, the only child of an Anglican parson, 
who had little private means.  He saw it as ‘his duty to pay back his benefactors by spending 
his great energies and his own money on the schools he served’. 
 
Mary Whitley was the fifth of seven children and came from a prosperous family in Devon 
and despite the disapproval of her father, trained as a nurse, meeting Mr Hornsby through 
her brother, who attended the same school.  A fantastic supporter of her husband, Mrs 
Hornsby was unable to have children of her own and instead put her energies into supporting 
the children and staff of the schools her husband led.  She had eight boarding boys to lunch 
every Sunday, for the eighteen years that her husband was a Headmaster, entertaining an 
amazing 7,657 people alone during the Hornsby’s 12 years at Christ’s College. 
 
In his six years as Headmaster of St Paul’s, Mr Hornsby turned the School around.  By 1969, 
the survival of St Paul’s was assured.  Finances were secure; he had built up a capable, 
stable staff; many buildings were completed including the dining room, kitchen and laundry, 
chapel, library and the School’s facilities were now the equal of many of its counterparts.  But 
the legacy of the Hornsby’s did not stop at their tenure in charge of the School – they gave a 
huge amount of money for building programmes, pianos, rowing skiffs, gang mowers, 
euphoniums and there is a strong evidence that Mr Hornsby never drew a wage during his 
six year tenure as Headmaster.  Overall, it is believed that in modern money terms, the 
Hornsby’s gave between $2,000,000 and $3,500,000 in personal donations to St Paul’s 
Collegiate. 
 
One of the ways that money started and has continued to flow into the School was through 
the Whesby Trust.  Originally set-up in England, the Trust’s name came from the first two 
letters of Mary Hornsby’s maiden name (i.e. Whitley) and the final two letters of Reg Hornsby 
surname.  Initially the Whesby Trust funds paid for the majority of the cost of the library, but 
more recently it has been used to fund the sons and daughters of Clergy, so that they might 
have the opportunity of attending St Paul’s Collegiate – to provide them with the same 
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opportunities that Reg Hornsby received when he gained a Scholarship to Bromsgrove, a 
private boarding school and then a further Scholarship to Oxford University. 
 
Over the past four and a half decades, 43 recipients with connections to the Anglican Church 
have benefited from the generosity and foresight of Mr Reginald and Mrs Mary Hornsby.  The 
financial position of Clergy has probably changed little since Mr Hornsby was a boy.  Their 
annual salary would make it impossible for their children to attend an Independent School 
such as St Paul’s without the support of a strong scholarship fund.  For many the experience 
of a Whesby scholarship has proved a life-changing event.  We have received emails from a 
number of the Scholarship recipients who have commented on the positive impact that the 
Whesby Trust had on their lives.  But before we hear some of these comments, we would 
like Old Collegian and Whesby Scholar, Robert Bretherton (1998 – 2000) to make a brief 
personal reflection on the input of the Scholarship opportunity for him. 
 
Mr David Kidd (1972-1976) 
states:  
“I consider myself very 
fortunate to have been one 
of the first recipients of the 
Whesby Scholarship, just as 
I consider myself very 
fortunate to have attended 
St Paul's.  Although, as 
Michael Hewat's letter says, 
the School then was no 
doubt a different place to 
that which current students 
enjoy, I revelled in all that 
the School had to offer.  I 
was lucky to have some 
modest ability academically, 
musically, on the sports field 
and in debating, and the 
School offered opportunities in all these which matched or exceeded any I could have 
obtained elsewhere.  It is certain that without the Scholarship I would have ended up 
elsewhere, probably at one of the state schools, which would have offered much as well but 
would have lacked the spiritual dimension that St Paul's provides.  In my day, as I am sure is 
still the case, the newly completed Chapel was a focus in school life, enriched by Pat Parr's 
chaplaincy and Evan McCulloch's music.  I am grateful to have this opportunity to express 
appreciation for the invaluable support that the Whesby Scholarship provided to enable me 
to attend St Paul's.  Due no doubt to the all-round education which I received,  I have had a 
rewarding legal career on the international stage, most recently as a partner of one of the 
leading global law firms, based in Hong Kong.  As importantly, I have continued to enjoy 
sport, music and theatre, the seeds of which were so strongly sown at St Paul's.  And the 
faith that was nurtured at St Paul's greatly helped me several years ago to deal with 
leukaemia, from which I am happily fully recovered.” 
 
Mr Graham Corban (1984 – 1988) states:  
“I am extremely grateful for the Whesby Scholarship fund, which helped me to attend St 
Paul’s, and in particular the Tihoi Venture School, which for me was the highlight of my 
secondary schooling.  I have often told people that if I had my way, a series of outdoor 
venture schools would be set up in the wild places of the New Zealand, and every 4th Form 
boy in the country would be required to spend 6 months of their lives learning to challenge 
themselves and treasure our beautiful land like I did at Tihoi.   
 

Whesby Scholarship Recipient,  
Mr Robert Bretherton 
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(L-R) Reverend Craig Luccock, Mr Robert Bretherton, Mr Andrew 
Mortimore, Reverend Loris Eyre, Mr Tureia Moxon and Archbishop David 

Moxon attended the special Whesby Trust Chapel Service 

 I am also extremely grateful to my Chemistry teacher Mike Shaw, who passed his passion 
for the subject on to me.  Combining these two areas enabled me to complete a Masters 
degree in Environmental Chemistry at Waikato University, and I now work at Hill Laboratories 
in Hamilton East, where I have spent the last 18 years of my working career.  In that time, Hill 
Laboratories has grown from an organisation of 30-odd people, to 300 people and has been 
a very enjoyable and rewarding place to work.” 
 
Mr Mike Baker (1974 – 1978) states:  
“Without a Whesby Scholarship I am sure my parents would never have afforded to send me 
to a school of the quality of St Paul’s. The education I received there stood me in very good 
stead for my onward studies at Canterbury University and my profession as an engineer in 
the construction industry, the vast majority of which has been spent in the UK working on 
fascinating projects in Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Africa.  I know that my time at St 
Paul’s cemented the values my parents had taught me that I use in my daily professional and 
personal life.  The huge range of sporting opportunities that St Pauls gave me allowed me to 
find a number of disciplines that I could feel very proud of.  The music and drama 
opportunities were fun as well.  My biggest regret was that I never got to experience the Tihoi 
Venture School, a visionary concept that must have shaped the lives a lot of those coming 
after me.   I remember my teachers with a huge amount of respect and am very grateful to 
them for laying an excellent foundation for my professional life.  I, like Michael Hewat, recall 
the bullying and beatings, but I think that was changing for the better as I was leaving, and 
am proud to be in the first year of prefects that found other ways of maintaining order in our 
house without resorting to corporal punishment.  I’m afraid I have never been back to the 
school since I left but one day when I’m back in New Zealand and passing through Hamilton 
it would be great to see how far it has come in the 34 years since I left.  I wish it all the best 
for the future.” 
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Mr Andrew Leota (1988 – 1992) states: 
For me it wasn't until I left St Paul’s that I got the full benefit of being part of the St Paul’s 
family, it was the life skills I learnt and the good role models and influences from the students 
and teachers some of who are still there and are no doubt demanding the same standards 
and values. Of course Tihoi was a life changer and is something all young people should 
experience - getting to see my own son experience Tihoi was amazing. 
 
If it wasn't for Mr and Mrs Hornsby and the Whesby Trust I would have never had the 
opportunity  to be part of the St Paul’s family and no doubt my life would have been very 
different , I’m so grateful I had that opportunity . 
 
It is appropriate then that we recognised the legacy of the Hornsby’s at a special assembly, 
in the presence of Archbishop David Moxon.  Bishop David’s two sons, Te Aro (2000-2002) 
and Tureia (2001-2005) have both attended St Paul’s in the past through the assistance of 
the Whesby Trust.  In fact, in his last year at School, Te Aro was the Head Boy of the School, 
which is testimony to the way in which he embraced the opportunities presented to him over 
his five years at St Paul’s. 
 
The example of Mary and Reg Hornsby can only be described as inspirational.  I suppose 
the challenge for each and every one of the individuals in this community is what will be the 
legacy that we will leave in the lives of those around us and to the institution and organisation 
that provides support for us.  

 

WELCOME SPEECH BY THE HEADMASTER TO THE OLD COLLEGIANS’ 1970S REUNION 

 
Mr Posa, President of the Old Collegians’ Association; Mrs Hart; Old Collegians; past staff 
and current students and staff of St Paul’s Collegiate School, it gives me great pleasure to 
host this special assembly to celebrate the contribution of those who were part of this School 
community during the 1970’s. 
 
The seventies were the Hart years.  Mr Tony Hart took up the Headship of St Paul’s in 1970, 
having taught firstly at Christ’s College (New Zealand), St Peter’s (York), Wellington College 
(New Zealand) and prior to his appointment, being Head of the English Department at 
Christ’s College.  Supporting Mr Hart was his wife, Clare, who is with us at today’s 
celebrations and together the two of them made a formidable team, as they stayed at St 
Paul’s right through to the end of the decade. 
 
Mr Hart inherited a St Paul’s that was in a much stronger and healthier stage due to the 
stewardship of the formidable Mr Reginald Hornsby.  In 1970, the School roll was at 420 
students – 308 of whom were boarders, but finances were still an issue and money was tight. 
 
The 1970’s were a time of change.  Young people were confidently challenging authority and 
traditional values.  Hair length grew, the “little red school book” was published, encouraging 
young people to question the rules, and it was reported there were ‘more suspensions and 
expulsions than ever before, usually related to alcohol’. 
 
In the early 1970’s, New Zealand experienced its highest ever level of inflation – at one 
stage, salaries and wages needed to go up by 20% per annum to keep us with price 
increases.  Between 1970 and 1974, with no significant change in the number of the staff, 
the salary and wages bill for St Paul’s had to double.  It was a nightmare situation with fees 
going up from $290 per term for boarders, to $480 in 1974. 
 
Given the economic instability there was not as much major building during the first five 
years of Mr Hart’s tenure, yet despite the uncertainty, in 1973 the new Clark House (situated 
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between the Chapel and Sargood House) was opened, allowing the start of a new Day 
House – Hall House (named after long-serving Trustee Harry Hall who served the School 
from 1957 until his death in October 1974).  While in 1974, the Art and Craft block was 
opened. 
 

Drama, debating and sport were strong in the early part of Mr Hart’s tenure.  The 1971 1st XV 
was one of the School’s strongest, beating King’s College, the tough Maori boarding school 
St Stephen’s, Hamilton Boys’ High School and St Kentigern College.  In 1972 our hockey 
team in the Rankin Cup lost in the semi-finals to Hamilton Boys’ High School.  In athletics we 
dominated the Waikato Secondary Schools’ regional event and won three gold medals at the 
1971 North Island Championship.  While in cricket, we dominated our local rivals Hamilton 
Boys’ High School. 
 
In Mr Hart’s second term as Headmaster in the latter part of the 1970’s, a number of 
momentous decisions were made.  After a long search and fundraising programme that 
raised $200,000, St Paul’s brought the old timber milling village at Tihoi ‘three miles from the 
main road, it had a shop, eight houses … rooms for two classrooms and a cook house’.  In 
December 1978, the inspirational Mike and Judy Shaw moved to Tihoi to a scene of utter 
destruction, ‘rubbish, broken glass and windows, vandalised houses, rotten floors, stoves full 
of soot and missing parts, no spouting on most of the houses, rusted pipes, most toilets and 
basins smashed, the remains of a cow in the large water-tank, and plenty of blackberry’.  In 
eight weeks, a team of dedicated Board members, parents and staff made the place 
habitable for the 54 boys who made up the first intake.  The vision of Tony Hart, Max Clough, 
John Mortimer and others has left a legacy that went beyond the seventies and changed the 
lives of many Old Collegians and students in this Chapel. 
 
In 1976, the long-awaited Mary Hornsby Music School was opened, assisted by a $19,000 
donation from Mary and Reg Hornsby.  Due to inflation, the cost had doubled from $55,000 
in 1970 to $110,000 in 1974 and was even higher when completed.  With a strong orchestra, 
a tradition of challenging plays and the dream team of debaters; ex-Deputy Governor of the 
Reserve Bank, Dr Rod Carr, Minister of the Crown, Simon Upton and David Kidd, won the 
Waikato/Thames Valley Secondary Schools’ Champs, while the 1977 team: Michael Hewat, 
John Allen, Stephen Matthews went one better, winning the National Debating finals. 

Attendees at the 70s Reunion face the 

School Haka 
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In sport the 1st XV/2nd XV went on a tour to 
Australia in 1977; the 1st XI hockey side in 
1972 beat King’s for the first time in three 
years; Hamilton Boys’ High School in three 
matches and in 1978 beat Auckland 
Grammar for the first time.  Our 1st XI 
soccer team were consistently one of the 
top two or three teams in Waikato Schools’ 
Division One and in 1979 they lost just the 
one game to Hillcrest and in the process 
defeating Hamilton Boys’ twice. 
 
In cricket, St Paul’s was dominant in the 
Waikato and mastered all but King’s 
College.  Rowing really started in the 
1970s through the drive and enthusiasm of 
Tom De Winton.  He imported gear from 
the United Kingdom, raised funds for 
expensive boats and oars and almost 
single-handedly ran the Rowing Club.  Our 
1977 rowers proved the doubters wrong, 
reaching the Maadi Cup final, coming in 
sixth. 
 
By 1979 and Tony Hart’s retirement as Headmaster to take over a kiwifruit farm in 
Omokoroa, St Paul’s had celebrated its twentieth jubilee, the School roll had stabilised in the 
mid-400s.  He had brought the School through a testing time and maintained standards 
during a period where society changed hugely.  Tony Hart’s enduring legacy was Tihoi and a 
School that had secured its prominent profile in the Central North Island. 
 
To those who, like Tony Hart, played such a strong role in the School’s success in the 1970’s 
we welcome you back to this special place.  We thank you for your contribution to St Paul’s 
and we hope that you enjoy returning to your old School and the chance to catch up with and 
reminisce with your peers and staff from the seventies. 

 

TIHOI – THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN 

 
The second half of term three is underway at Tihoi with a hint of spring in the air.  The 
students are embarking on outdoor adventures in sailing, rock climbing and sea kayaking.  
Centre life is also busy with boys completing academic work, fitness and social education. 
 
The academic programme is busy with students now completing a range of NCEA level one 
Achievement Standards.  These are across a range of subjects including; Math, English, 
Science and Physical Education. The Science department have been studying volcanoes – 
right on topic with our neighbour Mt Tongariro erupting in the midst of the unit.  Tihoi has had 
no ash fall or any evidence of our erupting neighbour.  Social Studies are embarking on a 
sustainability course – the unit starting with implications of global population growth and the 
consequences of this.   Topics covered in this unit are consumerism, waste, energy, food, 
water and climate.    
 
The ‘Tihoi Circuit course’ is under reconstruction.  A bobcat has been in to clear the 
blackberry and to make way for an assault course.  A large amount of native tree planting will 
take place to stabilise the banks of the Huruhurumako stream and grass will be planted.  The 
new assault course will include a great range of obstacles including cargo nets, tyres, 

70s Reunion attendees enjoy a tour 
of the School – for many it was their 

first time back 
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monkey bars, traverse wires etc.  The poplar trees remain standing, providing shade in the 
summer.  It is hoped that the planting will begin soon with the warming spring soils and some 
elements of the course completed by the end of the year. 
 
The mountain bikes continue to be a popular addition to the Tihoi programme.  The Rock 2 
Programme are using the bikes to cycle the new Kawakawa bay cycle track down to the 
climbing crag.  Each week in fitness different groups of students take off mountain biking on 
the local tracks. 
 
Our fitness programme continues to focus on cross country running.  The students are 
building up for the 7km race at the end of term.  The first race was run over 4km – through 
the Gratts track and the Mill.  Adam McCarthy won the race with Hamish Black and Jack 
Davies in second and third place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Winter weather at Tihoi … 
One day it is raining (above) when 
the boys are out increasing their 

running distances … 
The next it is blue skies over the 

Ropes Course (right) 
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2012 CONSTRUCTION CLASS PROJECT UPDATE 

 
Continuing on from the success of the initiative initiated last year by Messrs Heta Smith, 
Gavin Jakes and Mark May, in providing our senior boys with the wonderful opportunity of 
experiencing working alongside experienced builders in construction of a House. 
  
Last year our seventh formers in the Construction class built a three-bedroom student house 
for the Tihoi Venture School (i.e. the new Franks House).  This year they are constructing a 
four-bedroom, two ensuite, house that will either be used for student accommodation for the 
new Year 13 TOLA initiative or as staff accommodation. 
 
The erection of the house in 2012 started with a blessing from Revered Craig Luccock and 
has steadily progressed with the roof going on at the end of Term 2 and more recently the 
cladding, windows and doors have made the new building weather-proof.  The senior boys 
and the parent builders have done a great job and the project is well on track to be 
completed onsite at Tihoi in November. 
 
We have really appreciated the sacrifice of time and effort given by the builders (Old 
Collegians, past and present parents) who have given up a day every two or three weeks to 
give the boys this opportunity.  The patience, knowledge and time they have shared with our 
Year 13 students has been invaluable.  Thanks go to: 
 
Principal builder   Gavin Jakes   Building Contractor  (current parent)  
Tradesmen    Mark May  Mark May Builders Ltd (past parent)  
   Martin Dobbe Urbo Homes    (current parent) 
   Nick Holcroft  Prestige Construction  (current parent) 
   Cole Western  Contractor     (Old Collegian) 
   Richard Hull  Richard Hull Builders   (Old Collegian) 
Plumber    Gavin Loye  Gavin Loye Plumbing 
Electrician    Tangi Glassie  Waikato Electrical Services 
Scaffolding   Geoff Hines  Central Scaffolding  (Old Collegian) 
Building Supplies   Bunnings 
Fence Supplies  Jennifer Cowan     (current parent) 
House Relocation   Jason Night Dean Namana The House Movers Ltd 
         (current parent)  
 
Each of the Year 13 young men onsite has their own apron and basic set of tools which they 
get to keep - a good start to their collection of tools.  They have been encouraged to keep a 
journal of work, which is so important these days for proof of the learning experience. This 
record will help the students to promote themselves and authenticate the unique experience 
they’ve gained during their time at St Paul’s Collegiate and eventually advance them through 
the training that they will undertake in whatever industry they decide to take up. 
 
Thanks must go particularly to Mr Gavin Jakes who has initiated and driven the project and 
continued to support and keep the construction site ticking over.  Senior students who have 
shown potential leadership and have willingly taken on responsibility are Sam Savage and 
Patrick Sauni.  They have been selected as ‘Foremen’ onsite. 
 
In summary, it is great to see St Paul’s Collegiate providing a true model and example of 
what an industry looks like, in order to provide our young men with a guide and accurate 
understanding of what is available to them in the future.   Finally our thanks goes to 
Technology teacher, Mr Haapi Wilson, Project Coordinator, for his superb work with the 
students both on the site and in the classroom. 
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PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION NEWS 

 
Cattle Scheme: 
THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU! To our farming families who have offered to raise 
calves, it is an amazing commitment.  For anyone wanting more information on how they can 
be involved in the ‘Cattle Scheme’, please contact Richard or Diane Doneghue on 07 825 
9147.  We will be contacting our town based families in the next month to ask for 
contributions to the cost of raising these calves. It costs $50.00 of milk powder to feed a calf 
and $300.00 to graze an animal to two years. 
  
Quiz Night Deferred: 
The advertised Quiz Night was appropriately gazumped by the Chiefs’ semi-final . We have 
decided to defer this until March next year. Thanks to those who expressed an interest and a 
team... see you next year. 
 
Cookbook Reminder: 
With Christmas coming up, a reminder that the cook book is still available and is a high 
quality, highly acceptable present. Copies are available from the School office or from the 
Parents’ Association. 
 
We are close to getting the following projects going: 

 The food caravan in association with the Old Collegians’ Association is under 
construction. We are keen for as many people as possible to be on the catering 
committee. This will be an excellent service and fundraising activity groups from the 
School can utilise – if you want to know more, please contact us about this. 

 We are about to purchase seats for the area outside the Student Centre. 

The 2012 Construction Class 

Project takes shape 
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 The gear transport van has been purchased and is being painted. The Hockey team 
will be using it in September for Tournament Week. 

 School Ball Parents’ Dinner - Year 12 and 13 parents will have received their 
invitation by now. We look forward to seeing you at this enjoyable event. 

 
Funding Grants: 
We have granted tournament travel funds to Netball, Hockey (boys and girls) Football (boys 
and girls), Basketball and Shooting. We have also granted funds to Harington House. 

 
Forthcoming meeting dates (all meetings are held at 7.00pm in the Long Room): 
2nd September - 14th October - 4th November 
 
To contact the Parents’ Association: 
Eleanor Carmichael - Secretary - (eleanorc@xtra.co.nz ) 
 

REMINDER – RETURNING INTENTIONS FOR 2013 ARE NOW OVERDUE! 

 
If your son or daughter is definitely leaving St Paul’s at the conclusion 
of the 2012 academic year (i.e. this does not include those students in 
Year 13 who will as a matter of course leave the School), we required 
to receive notification in writing, to the Headmaster, of this, prior to 
the 1st September 2012.  If you are still making a decision in regards to 
your child’s returning intentions, you must also notify the School, 
before 1st October 2012.   
 
Any family not giving the required written, term’s notice, will be 
charged term one fees for 2013. 

 

THE PRICE OF DISUNITY IN OUR FAMILIES 

 
The following is an article published in a ‘Parenting Tips’ newsletter supplied to the 
Association of Heads of Independent Schools (i.e. parentingtips@pared.edu.au).  The article 
focuses on the dangers of disunity, where children are not raised by both of their natural 
parents, but I believe it is equally applicable to families who have both natural parents under 
the same roof.  Teenagers are masters of the ‘divide and rule’ concept, seeking out the 
‘weakest’ point in a parenting partnership in order to get the answer they want.  As parents, it 
is crucial that we work as one consistent unit in our decision making. 
 
“The Price of Disunity 
Children not raised in their natural family by both their natural parents are significantly 
disadvantaged on psychological, academic, and socio-economic measures.  These are the 
findings of Barry Maley in his major study Family and Marriage in Australia (Centre for 
Independent Studies, 2001). 
 
In Australia today, about 30% of children do not live in a home with their natural parents.  
Every child has a right to a settled upbringing in his or her own loving family, but how often 
things don’t seem to turn out that way.  Two houses are never better than one home.  A 
parent who goes through a divorce, sometimes through absolutely no personal fault, will 
need to work very hard to avoid lasting negatives on the children.  Of course, a single or 
remarried parent can do an excellent job, but it is very much more difficult.  And in a sense, it 
is not meant to be that hard. 
 
James Stenson in Upbringing insists that unity is the first characteristic of successful parents.  
Ray Guarendi echoes the same principle.  He writes in his classic study Back to the Family, 

 

mailto:eleanorc@xtra.co.nz
mailto:parentingtips@pared.edu.au
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“the best thing a husband can do for his children is to love their mother”.  There are so many 
studies showing the damage to children from serious discord at home. 
 
It is not just the conflicting guidelines they receive, nor just that children can become pawns 
in the conflict.  Nor is it just that parents who fail to communicate effectively allow even the 
sweetest children to divide and conquer to get what they want, to their long term 
disadvantage.  Conflict is sapping by its very nature; parents in conflict lose focus on 
proactive child rearing.  Teenagers particularly are changing so quickly that parents must not 
take their eye off the ball.” 
 

 

GOOD REPORT MORNING TEA RECIPIENTS – TERM TWO 2012 

 
Recently we recognised junior and senior students who had been nominated by their 
Housemasters for the quality of their mid-year reports.  These students were acknowledged 
through an invitation to a special morning tea. 
 

Year 9 Year 11 

Samuel Bowden 
Callum Brown 
Carter Brydon 
Connor Collins 
Hamish Comber 
Ryan Crawford 
Tully Dickson 
Blair Foster 
Conor Fuller 
Kenan Grant 
Luke Halliwell 
Nicholas Hansen 
Hamish Haycock 
Romke Hoogstra 
Hunter Johnson 
 

James Krippner 
Campbell Massey 
Oliver Massey 
Suvarn Naidoo 
Benjamin Negus 
Andre Ofsoski 
Jack Oliver 
Craig Stocker 
Matthew Sweet 
Hayden Trow 
Michael Weir 
Ryan Wilkins 
Thomas Yarrall 

Jackson Bovill 
Rachel Brandt 
Benjamin Brogden 
Joseph Chen 
Riley Chick 
Leon Chiew 
Christopher 
Chilcott-Parker 
Benjamin Clark 
Taylor Deakin 
Cameron Downey 
Thomas Elliott 
Timothy Fletcher 
Pareraukura 
Gilmartin-Kara 
Youngmin Goo 
Hemashri Govender 
Jasper Hankins 
Holly Hardie 
Daniel Johnson 
 

William Kenna 
Daniel Kerr 
Courtland Lee 
Elizabeth Main 
Evie McHugh 
Yang Meng 
Devon Nolan 
Jordan Ogilvy 
John Penyas 
Sukhjit Sarai 
Motuloa Sauni 
Ella Strack 
Petera Tapsell 
Sean Vartiainen 
Dylan Wallbank 
Campbell Ware 
Zachary Watson 
Cameron Wratt 
Li Xiong 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE 

 

Past and present unite – 
Old Collegians’ Executive 

Officers – Mr Evan 
McCulloch (retired) and Mrs 

Deborah McRae at the 
Wellington Old Collegians’ 

Networking event 
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Year 12 Year 13 

Blake Agnew 
Antonia Anda  
Victoria Blomfield 
Mark Davis 
Paul Day 
Rory Devlin 
Lovely Dizon 
Phoebe Earnshaw 
Fransois Eksteen 
James Finch 
Conor Gawith 
Navroz Gill 
William Guest 
Taylor Hayes 
William Heald 
Sean Henley-Smith 
Ryk Hermsen 
James Hunt 
George Koreman 
Caleb Lingman 
Yu-Ying Lu 
Joshua Malpas 

Corban Morison 
Deanna Morse 
Jonathan Moss 
Paul Newton-
Jackson 
Cailean Poole 
Vincent Reilly 
Euan Reynolds 
Dominic Scott-Jones 
Ke Shi 
Pat Srisa-An 
Mark Swarbrick 
Fiona Thorp 
Joshua Walpole-
Smith 
Jie Wang 
Xiaojing Wang 
Thomas Weake 
Guy Wilkins 
Toby Jon Wilson 
Peter Winkelmann 
Samuel Woolerton 

Samuel Armstrong 
Cameron Blue 
Arie Brogden 
Liam Buchanan 
Mathew Burke 
Remy Campbell 
Alastair Carmichael 
Harshitha Colonne 
Charlotte Dumble 
Jonathan Eyers 
Louise Ford 
Peter Grierson 
Michael Gutry 
Luke Hastie 
Scott Hilliar 
Jaimee Hugo 
Zhen Lin Kang 
Aaron Keppler 
Nam Heon Kim 

Yu-Nung Lee 
Rongrong Lin 
Theo Macdonell 
Hayden Middlemiss 
Jayneil Mistry 
Liam O'Donoghue 
Belinda Pedersen 
Mitchell Proudfoot 
Elizabeth Rajan 
Graydon Scheres 
Rosie Searle 
Mantez Singh-Thandi 
Maia Tapsell 
Olivia Thompson 
Joshua Tye 
Jonty Wood 
Jun Huang Xue 
Yui Yokoyama 

 

SECOND IN THE NATIONAL CHEMISTRY QUIZ FINALS – MASSEY UNIVERSITY 

 
On Tuesday, 26th June, the St Paul’s Chemistry Quiz team travelled to Massey University for 
the National finals of the NZIC Secondary School Chemistry Quiz competition.  The team of 
Charlotte Dumble, Liam O’Donoghue, Belinda Pedersen and Olivia Thompson competed 
against teams from Auckland Grammar, Wellington College, Palmerston North Boys’ High 
School and Christ’s College, each of which had won their respective regional competition. 
 
During the afternoon, the team was given a tour of the various laboratories of the Science 
Faculty at Massey University.  After which, each team was shown how to undertake a 
specific Chemistry practical, which they had to learn and then demonstrate to the other 
teams the next morning. 
 
The Quiz itself started that evening and consisted of ten rounds of ten questions.  St Paul’s 
and Palmerston North Boys’ High slowly eased away from the other schools as the rounds 
went by and after two and a half hours, Palmerston North Boys’ led by 1.5 points gaining into 
the last round.  St Paul’s were unable to bridge the gap and finished up in second place on 
81 points behind Palmerston North’s 83.5. 
 
The School can feel justifiably proud of the team’s efforts in finishing second in the country, 
matching the performance of last year’s team. 
 
For their efforts, each member of the team received $175 in prize money courtesy of the 
competition sponsors. 
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IMPRESSIVE WAIMATHS RESULTS 

 
The annual Waimaths Mathematics Competition was held at the Hamilton Gardens on 
Thursday, 9th August with the top three mathematicians from several Waikato schools 
competing.  Each team was given 20 questions which they worked on with only 45 minutes 
to finish.  A correct answer on the first go was worth three points, two points if they got it right 
the second go and one point if they got it right on the third attempt.  The questions for all 
three Year levels were much more difficult than in previous years. 
 
The Year 9 team, consisting of Blair Foster, Craig Scott and Craig Stocker, was tied third 
equal with Waikato Diocesan after the 45 minutes was up.  A tie-breaking question was given 
to decide the placings.  Our team was first to give the correct answer, placing them third out 
of 26 teams. 
 
The Year 10 team, consisting of Daniel Davis, Connor Gyde and Stephen Joe, placed sixth 
equal in their event with 21 schools competing. 
 
The Year 11 team, consisting of Youngmin Goo, Joseph Chen and Jordan Ogilvy placed 
seventh.  There were 24 teams competing at this Year level. 
 
Mr Judkins, Mrs Hastie and Mrs Visagie were very pleased with how all three teams handled 
the pressure. 

 

TOMMY MOSS WINS NATIONAL SPEECH CONTEST 

 
Year 13 student, Tommy Moss, recently 
won the very prestigious New Zealand 
Lions Club Young Speechmaker contest 
held at Botany Downs School on 18th 
August. 
 
Tommy had won the Waikato/Bay of 
Plenty competition and as a result was 
selected to represent the region at the 
National Finals, along with 18 other 
finalists aged between 17 and 20 years of 
age. 
 
At the National Finals, Tommy was 
required to give both an impromptu and a 
prepared speech.  For the impromptu 
speech, he was given a minute to prepare 
and had to speak for a maximum of two 
minutes on the topic ‘leaders are born not 
made’.  While for the prepared speech 
section, he delivered a six minute speech 
on the topic of ‘Ginga’s’. 
 

CULTURAL PARTICIPATION 
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National Coordinator, Mr Kerry Beach reported that “Tommy was a popular winner of this 
most demanding of oratory contests and as a result of his win, he will receive a six-week all-
expenses paid trip to Canada and the United States.”  We are extremely proud of Tommy’s 
outstanding achievement.  Our understanding is that Tommy is the first St Paul’s Collegiate 
student to ever win this National competition. 
 

THE WAIKATO REGIONAL SMOKEFREE ROCKQUEST 

 
The Waikato Regional Smokefree Rockquest is an annual event that we encourage our 
budding rock musicians to enter.  Last term, our rock band, ‘Bermuda Square’ entered the 
Regional competition at the Founders Theatre.  They won the ‘Smokefree People’s Choice 
Award’ and had the chance to be the opening band for the National final, via a text vote, in 
August.  Band members are Connor Johnson, Paul Newton-Jackson, Jessica Reilly, Shani 
Fernando (all from St Paul’s) and Jo Stewart (from Waikato Diocesan).  The band played 
‘Missing Something’ and ‘What About Us?’, both original songs.  The judges remarked that 
the group had “good energy, stage confidence and awareness of each other”.  There were 
positive comments about the “strong vocals and harmony with dynamics tightly executed”.  
The judges encouraged the band to keep going since they have the “makings of a great 
band”. 
 

HOUSE MUSIC REPORT BY CULTURAL PREFECT, JOSIE REILLY 

 
This year’s House Music was a fantastic event with everyone becoming enthusiastic and 
involved. The theme of ‘Classic Disney Movies’ meant that there was a wide variety of great 
songs for the Houses to choose from. Songs featured from iconic movies like: ‘The Little 
Mermaid’, ‘The Lion King’, ‘Mulan’ and many other childhood favourites. 
 
Wednesday night was a great display of the schools musical talent with the Solo and Group 
event. School House took out both Solo and Group items, with Jonathon Eyers performing “I 
can’t make you love me”, a cover by Bon Iver and a fantastic quartet item by Ross Noble, 
Cameron Downey, Jonathon Eyers and Sam Armstrong; who performed ‘Bohemian 
Rhapsody’ by Queen. Hamilton House took second in both items with a standout 
performance by Hamish Malins on guitar, playing ‘Ocean’. Fitchett came third in Solo and 
Harington took third in Group with a fun rendition of Lady Marmalade. 
 
Friday afternoon was definitely one of the best House Choir performances ever, with Houses 
performing with energy and demonstrating great musicality. School House gained first with 
their acapella piece ‘The Circle of Life’ from the Lion King, and Hamilton House came a very 
close second with ‘I’ll make a man out of you” from Mulan. Fitchett placed third with a medley 
from a variety of movies. These positions remained the same in the overall placing’s for this 
event.  
 
We would like to thank the students for their dedication to the event, who have been 
sacrificing personal time to make their House performances the best they can be. We would 
also like to thank Mr Cowan, Mrs Flint and Mr Gilbert for their stellar organisation of this 
prestigious event and everyone who worked hard to make House Music 2012 a reality.  
 

A CELEBRATION OF MUSIC 

 
Friday, 1st August saw the School put on one of the most impressive collections of musical 
performances in the Celebration of Music concert.  Coordinated by the Director of Extra-
Curricular Activities, Mr Peter Gilbert, ably assisted by our Musical Directors, Mr Francis 
Cowan and Mrs Michelle Flint, the evening concert proved extremely entertaining, with an 
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impressive array and depth of talent on display.  Our thanks go to the following students, who 
performed so entertainingly on the night (in order of their performance): 
 

 Solo Vocalist, Rosie Searle who performed ‘I Have Nothing’ 

 Violin Soloist, Fiona Thorp who performed ‘Romanian Fold Dances’ 

 The Collegiate Choir sang three items – ‘Matariki’, ‘Ka Waiata’ and ‘Exultate Justi’ 

 Paul Newton-Jackson performed ‘Toccata’ on the organ 

 Vocal Soloist, Cameron Downey performed ‘Cry me a River’ 

 The School House Band performed ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ 

 (Band members were: Jonathan Eyers, Ross Noble, Cameron Downey, and Sam 
Armstrong, accompanied by Christopher Whiteley) 

 Vocal Duet, Ryan McIntyre and Charlotte Dumble, performed ‘If you mean a lot to me’ 

 Piano Soloist, John Penyas performed ‘Autumn Crocus’ 

 The ‘Trad Band’ performed two songs: ‘Hello Dolly’ and ‘Shiek of Arabi’ 

 Vocal Soloist, Jonty MacPherson performed ‘Lemonade’ 

 The ‘Saxophone Choir’ performed two items: ‘Over the rainbow’ and ‘All that jazz’ 

 The ‘Symphonic Band’ also performed two items: ‘Fanfare for a celebration’ and ‘The 
Seal Lullaby’ 

 Vocal Soloist, Jonathan Eyers performed ‘I can’t make you love me’ 

 Harrietanne Embling and partner, Ben Wilke showed their Latin American Dancing 
flair with the Rhumba and Cha Cha 

 The Rock Band, ‘Bermuda Square’ performed ‘What about us’ 

 (Band members were: Paul Newton-Jackson, Jessica Reilly, Shani Fernando, Connor 
Johnson and Jo-Jo Stewart) 

 Acoustic Guitarist, Hamish Malins performed ‘Ocean’ 

 The ‘Mixed Quartet’ of: Holly Ho, Olivia Thompson, Linda Lin and Connor Johnson 
performed ‘Rolling in the deep’ 

 The School House Choir performed ‘Circle of Life’ 

 Piano Soloist, Alexandria Ashford performed ‘Fantasia Impromptu’ 

 Vocal Duet, Rosie Searle and Jonathan Eyers performed ‘Dirait-On’ 

 The Big Band performed two items: ‘Last Dance’ and ‘Springs awakening’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Saxophone Choir conducted by Mr Ian Parsons 
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ST PAUL’S DEBATING TEAM – JUNIOR 2012 

 
Over the course of the past three school terms, the junior debating team have been 
competing after school on Tuesdays at Hamilton Boys’ against a number of other junior 
teams from schools around the Waikato district.  They have debated a wide range of moots 
including: ‘That fast food should be banned in New Zealand’, ‘The right of all nations to have 
nuclear weapons’, and ‘Banning Facebook to prevent bullying’. 
 
The St Paul’s junior debating team consists of: Campbell Massey, Oliver Massey, Tully 
Dickson and Nick Winkelmann.  For all of these students, this has been their first experience 
of debating and they have shown great potential, winning four of the seven debates.  Both 
Campbell and Oliver have also been awarded ‘Best Speaker’ titles for some of the debates 
they have partaken in.  All of the members of the team have shown a great deal of self-
confidence and intelligent reasoning in presenting some informative and amusing ideas in a 
persuasive fashion. 
 
Unfortunately, the junior debating team narrowly missed out on being able to get through to 
the semi-finals in the current round of competition.  It is our hope to see these students 
continue on with debating over the coming years, so that they can develop their skill in public 
speaking to its highest potential. 
 

EXCELLENT FIRST SHOWING IN ORAL COMMUNICATION EXAMINATION 

 
This year, for the first time, as part of our Year 9 Drama programme, Mr Nick Clothier has 
offered his Year 9 students the opportunity of gaining a New Zealand Speech Board Oral 
Communication Qualification.  The following students can be proud of their performance in 
this highly respected qualification: 
 
Campbell Massey  Highly Commended 
Oliver Massey   Highly Commended 
Joshua Balme   Highly Commended 
Oliver Soar   Highly Commended 
Ben Russell   Highly Commended 
Tom Yarrall   Distinction 
Tully Dickson   Distinction 

 

STRONG PERFORMANCE IN REGIONAL NETBALL TOURNAMENT 

 
On Wednesday, 1st August, the St Paul’s Open ‘A’ Netball team travelled up to Auckland for 
the combined points tournament.  This is a pre-UNISS tournament.  From this schools can 
gauge how their progress is going.  Our first game was against Auckland Diocesan.  After a 
strong start, we let them come back into the game, but still won 10-8.  Whole court defence 
put the pressure on Dio and resulted in our win.  Unfortunately, in the second game, against 
the Baradene premier team, we let the size and history of a team intimidate us.  At half time 
we were losing 12-2, however in the second half, we realised we were capable and came 
back to lose 15-11.  However, this was a valuable lesson learnt for UNISS.  The last two 
games we won respectively 16-5 and 14-11 against Kristen and Waitakere.  We were very 
happy with our performance considering we beat a 15th ranked team.  Our goal for Nationals 
is to first get into the top 16 and then progress into the top 10. 

SPORTING ENDEAVOURS 
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To finish off a fantastic tournament, the Open ‘A’ came back to Hamilton and played the St 
Peter’s School premier team the following day.  St Paul’s dominated from the start on both 
attack and defence.  We won 36-30.  With four weeks till tournament week, the team is 
getting stronger as a unit and will be a force to be reckoned with. 
 

IMPRESSIVE WIN FOR THE 1ST
 XV OVER ST PETER’S 

 
This traditional fixture played at St Peter’s on 1st August, saw St Paul’s start the game well by 
putting immense pressure on St Peter’s.  Unfortunately, we failed to turn this pressure into 
points and this meant St Peter’s were able to upset our lineout and pressure us at the 
breakdown, resulting in two penalty shots at goal, which they converted, giving them a 6-0 
half time lead. 
 
In the second half, St Paul’s played with more accuracy at the breakdown and tightened up 
their defence which led to a number of opportunities being created.  Baxter Mackay kicked 
two penalties to even up the score.  St Peter’s then bounced back to score a try from a 
darting run by their halfback, which was unconverted.  St Paul’s regrouped quickly as a team 
and came back into the game by pressurising the opposition which created a try scoring 
opportunity which was well taken.  Jared Newing secured the ball from a loose pass and off-
loaded (Sonny Bill like) to Aaron Crow who ran 20metres to score next to the posts; Baxter 
Mackay converted.  For the next 12 minutes, St Paul’s defended extremely well, showing 
great courage, commitment and support for each other.  The final score was a 13-11 win to 
St Paul’s.  A great result! 
 
Players of the Day were: Josh Tye and Rhodri Mackenzie.  
 

1ST
 XI BOYS HOCKEY QUAD – 11TH/12TH

 AUGUST  

 
Over the weekend of 11th/12th August, the 1st XI Boys’ Hockey team played in the Quad 
Tournament held at St Paul’s Collegiate School.  Unfortunately, only three teams participated 
in 2012 as Auckland Grammar withdrew prior to the commencement of the competition. 

 

St Paul’s vs Westlake Boys’ High School (Lost 0 - 1) 

St Paul’s rarely got into the opposition half and right from the start was largely defending and 
having to absorb attacking pressure. Westlake was much stronger on the ball in 50:50 
situations with the result that there were far more turn overs than we would have liked. Also 
our passing was too slow, often inaccurate and players who were off the ball were not quick 
enough into positions to provide passing options for ball carriers. By half time Westlake was 
up by one field goal. 
 
After the break St Paul’s started to rally and were able to exert some pressure in the 
opposition half, but unfortunately, this did not result in points. Thankfully, our defence 
prevented any further goals largely due to Robert Carmichael’s excellent keeping, so he was 
deservedly nominated as the most valuable player. At the final whistle the score was still 0 -1 
to Westlake.   
 
St Paul’s vs Maclean’s College  (Drew 1 – 1) 

This match was an even contest and apart from sporadic circle penetrations and PCs, it was 
mainly a midfield arm-wrestle. As in the previous game there also too many turnovers and St 
Paul’s was still plagued by their inability to finish the few scoring opportunities that did come 
their way. Late in the second half a field goal was eventually scored by Joel Kosoof who was 
also nominated as most valuable player. 
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The equaliser came late in the second half when Maclean’s College scored from a penalty 
corner. Final result, a 1-1 draw. 
 

1ST
 XI BOYS HOCKEY RETAIN THE QUINN SHIELD 

 
After a long weekend of Hockey (playing in the Quad), the 1st XI Boys’ Hockey team travelled 
to Hauraki Plains College on Monday, 13th August to play for the Quinn Shield.  This shield 
was donated by the Quinn family and has been played for since 1998 every year. Team 
Coach, Mr Hardman actually played against two of the Quinn brothers. The Ngatea turf was 
littered with puddles due to its uneven surface. It is a very hard surface to play on because it 
is so slippery. St Paul’s started slowly and soaked up a lot of pressure in the first 10 minutes 
and found the turf difficult to get used to. They did well to keep Hauraki at bay. The game 
then began to swing with St Paul’s having the majority of shots at goal and penalty corners. 
0-0 at half time.  
 
After fixing our defensive structure we started strongly in the second half, only to let in a soft 
goal due to our defence being a little lack lustre. A blinding run by Sean Henley-Smith found 
Luke David unmarked within minutes to level the scores at 1-1. The last 10 minutes was like 
a ping pong game with the ball going back and forth. Final result was 1-1. Byron Muirhead 
had his best game of the season running great lines and doing well on attack. Sean, Joel and 
Devon did a great job in the midfield and our different combinations in our back four were 
very solid. 1-1 means that St Paul’s keep the shield.  
 

1ST
 XV RUGBY PARTICIPATION IN THE INAUGURAL CENTRAL NORTH ISLAND COMPETITION 

 
This Winter season, the 1st XV played in the inaugural Central North Island competition 
which included the following teams:  Francis Douglas (Taranaki), Feilding High School 
(Manawatu) , Wanganui Collegiate School (Wanganui), Rathkeale College (Masterton), 
Lindisfarne College (Hastings), St Johns College  (Hastings). The competition started in 
Term 2, Week 4. 
  
On a sunny autumn’s day in Hastings at Elwood Park playing against St Johns College, St 
Paul’s performed the Haka with passion and pride. This attitude continued into the game. St 
Paul’s dominated field position at times and they were excelling in their attack. We took our 
opportunities by scoring three good tries during the first half, from Graydon Scheres, Aaron 
Crow and Caleb Lingman with Baxter Mackay converting two of the three tries.  However, St. 
Johns did respond to each of St Paul’s tries by scoring two tries and one conversion.  Half 
time score 19. – 12 to St Paul’s. In the second half St Paul’s played some exceptional rugby. 
St Paul’s took control at first phase, which enabled our ball runners to show off their excellent 
evasive and passing skills, in particular Caleb Lingman and Jared Newing.  Jared scored two 
tries, Aaron Cleland one-try and Baxter Mackay 4 conversions. The final result 52 – 17 – A 
great way to start the new competition! 
 
Players of the day: Arie Brogden, Caleb LIngman, Conner Fullerton, Baxter MacKay 
 
On a damp field and showery day the 1st XV  played Wanganui Collegiate in their second 
round game and for the Coleman Cup. It was obvious from the start that the team was 
focused on the tasks at hand. St Paul’s dominated the game with good ball retention and 
skills at the breakdown. Forwards ran and passed well, they presented good phase ball for 
the backs who finished off by scoring tries to Kyle Dean, Aaron Crow, Graydon Scheres and 
finally Caleb Lingman who ran 30 metres to score in the corner. Baxter Mackay converted 
one of the four tries. Half time score, 22 nil to St Paul’s. In the second half St Paul’s 
continued their scoring with a breakaway from Graydon Scheres, which resulted in a try to 
Aaron Crow. St Paul’s scored another try in the last minute of the game - some excellent 
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draw and pass skills allowed Aaron Crow to run 40 metres to score next to the posts. Baxter 
converted both tries in this half. Final score 36 nil to St Paul’s. Yet again the 1st XV was hit by 
injuries.  It was very disappointing to loose Arie Brogden from the tight five, he would be out 
for the rest of the season.  
 
Players of day: Josh Tye, Graydon Scheres and Aaron Crow 
 
The 1st XV playing in their third round game knew that this game was going to be hard one. 
From the onset Francis Douglas made their presence felt by dominating the game with good 
ball retention in the St Paul’s half. St Paul’s scrambled in defence at times as they looked to 
contain the fast moving game played by Francis Douglas. Francis Douglas was rewarded for 
their efforts with a penalty goal.  St Paul’s went close to scoring after James Hunt broke 
through the line from a set move. Not long after, Graydon Scheres broke through the 
opposition defensive line and off loaded to James Hunt who ran to score the only try of the 
game in the corner. Baxter Mackay kicked a penalty goal and Francis Douglas replied with 
one of their own shortly before the half time whistle. Half time score, 8- 6 to St Paul’s. In the 
second half St Paul’s forwards struggled at set pieces. This meant that Francis Douglas was 
given lots of opportunities to attack and keep St Paul’s pinned in their own half. Francis 
Douglas kicked a further three penalties – all resulting from a number of indiscretions. St 
Paul’s did have opportunities to score 2 or 3 tries, but due to a lack of accuracy were unable 
to do so.  Final score St Paul’s 8 and Francis Douglas 15. 
 
Players of day: Josh Tye, Hamish Burt and Caleb Lingman. 
 
The 1st XV travelled to Rathkeale College on Friday 8th June  to play their fourth round, they 
left early to enable the team to travel through to Tihoi to sample Gee’s great scones for 
morning tea. The team were not disappointed. The trip took a total of nine hours due to a 
number of stops for food and breaks. On the Saturday, Kyle Dean opened the scoring 
against Rathkaele College after five minutes and Baxter Mackay kicked the conversion from 
a well-constructed try  with the forwards setting a good platform for backs to move the ball to 
Kyle’s wing. Rathkeale College came back at St Paul’s’ with a number of attacks which were 
repealed by a good defensive effort. Rathkeale kicked a penalty but St Paul’s came back 
with a good try from Aaron Cleland in the corner shortly before half time. The half time score 
12 – 3 to St Paul’s. In the second half St Paul’s took control of the game. The team scored 
six tries and Baxter kicked four conversions. Rathkeale did score a penalty try from a well-
constructed maul. Overall, the coaching staff was very pleased with the positive play and 
accuracy of passing to score a total of eight tries. Final score 50-10. 
 
Players of the day: Jaden Verryt, James Hunt and Aaron Crow 
 
The 1st XV played on a well-prepared field against Lindisfarne College, an old traditional rival. 
The rugby game was always going to be a hard one. First XV started well with backs and 
forwards combing to pressurise their opposition. The team were rewarded with a penalty goal 
from Baxter Mackay. Followed up by another penalty goal from Baxter Mackay. St Paul’s 
deserved to be up by more points but failed to turn territory and ball possession into points. 
Unfortunately shortly before half time whistle Lindisfarne scored a try and conversion. 
Lindisfarne lead 7 – 6 at half time. In the second half Baxter Mackay kicked another penalty 
to put St Paul’s in front after a number of attacks from St Paul’s.  Soon after St Paul’s scored 
a great try with Graydon Scheres showing his elusive skills to break through the opposition 
backline to pass to Aaron Crow who scored in the corner. St Paul’s defended well as the 
opposition tried to attack from all parts of the field. It was a great game to watch with the First 
XV finally winning 14 – 7. 
 
Players of the day: Josh Tye, Caleb Lingman and Graydon Scheres. 
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In the final game of CNI competition St Paul’s had a great opportunity to become the first 
winners of the CNI competition. The 1st XV started extremely well against Feilding High 
School by scoring a well organised try through the backs with Aaron Crow running through 
the opposition to score next to the posts. Baxter Mackay converted the try three minutes into 
the game. A few minutes later James Hunt ran 50 metres to score under the posts from 
broken play. After this point of the game, Feilding High School lifted their intensity and played 
with greater accuracy. Feilding scored 17 points, two tries and two conversions and one 
penalty to lead at half time 17 - 12. In the second half St Paul’s needed to play the game in 
the opposition territory but were unable to secure the kick-offs. This meant Feilding was able 
to get into an attacking position too easily.  Feilding scored a try from good ball retention to 
break the St Paul’s defence and to take a commanding lead. St Paul’s did fight back 
courageously to score two tries. This made the score 30-24 to Feilding with eight minutes to 
go. However once again we failed to control the re start and Feilding were able to score once 
more, making the final score 37 – 24.  The game was highly entertaining with St Paul’s 
showing at times what they are a capable of.  However, Feilding proved to be too good for St 
Paul’s, particularly at the breakdown and recycling ball from kick offs and 2nd phase.  
 
Players of the day; Jared Newing – an outstanding performer; and Josh Tye – the most 
consistent performer at a high level.  
 
The loss against Feilding pushed St Paul’s into third place with Lindisfarne College becoming 
the inaugural winners of the CNI competition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

The 2012 1
st

 XV Rugby Squad 

Clean and pristine at the beginning of the winter season 
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1ST
 XV AWARDS 2012 

 Coaches Award:  Most tries - Aaron Crow (13 Tries) 

 McCulloch Trophy:  Highest Points Scored- Baxter Mackay (94 points) 

 Rouse Award: Best Tight Five player – Dylan Coull 

 1st XV Cup:  Sportsmanship – Jonty Rae   

 G S Baillie Award:  Most Promising Player – Josh Tye 

 1st XV Cup:  Most Improved Player – Caleb Lingman 

 Ballymore Ball Trophy: Greatest Contribution to the Team – Jonty Wood 

 Scheres Family Trophy:  Deserved Higher Honours - Graydon Scheres 

 Player of the Year - Josh Tye 

 

OTHER SPORTING HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 Both Joel Kosoof and Robert Carmichael have achieved their 1st XI Hockey Cap: 
 

Robert Carmichael has played 57 games for the 
1st XI Hockey team.  Robert joined the 1st XI in 
Year 11 where he played a few games.  During 
these 57 games, Robert has made big strides in 
his goal-keeping, showing determination in goal.  
He has proved a committed player who gives his 
all for the team. 
 
Joel Kosoof has played 51 games for the 1st XI 
Hockey team.  Joel has also made huge progress 
in the 1st XI during his time in the team.  Joel 
joined the team in 2011.  While Joel is smaller in 
stature on the field, he makes up for this with a 
very determined attitude, good stick skills and his 
pace across the field.  He is a versatile player that 
can play anywhere, but plays in the mid-field for 
St Paul’s.  Joel was a member of the U18 
Waikato Development team this year and 
hopefully with some hard training, will make the 
U18A team next year. 

 

 From the July newsletter, we would also like to 
recognise other Waikato Age Group Hockey 
representation: 

 

 Aodan Wyndham-Smith also was selected in the Waikato U15 Development team. 

 Antonia Anda was a member of the Waikato Girls’ U18 representative team that 
played in the National Tournament in Wellington over the July school holiday period. 

 
 

Pareraukura Gilmartin-Kara 
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HALL HOUSE CHAPEL SERVICE – SUNDAY, 29TH
 JULY 2012 

 
Readings: Michael Gutry 

Jesper Mansson 
Prayer: Craig Stocker 
Sermon: Nikora Payne 
 
Theme: Courage and Bravery and how YOU can make a difference 

CHRISTIAN DIMENSION 

 

 

(Above) U55Kg Hedgehogs Rugby team vs St John’s College 

(Below) 2
nd

 XV Rugby team vs Hillcrest High School 
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We are all aware of Willie Apiata, the New Zealand soldier who showed tremendous bravery 
to rescue an injured comrade whilst under enemy fire. In his job as a soldier he went beyond 
the call of duty to help another person. For his bravery he was awarded the Army’s highest 
honour, The Victoria Cross. 
 
Of course we are not all professional soldiers risking our lives to save others, so you may be 
wondering how this story is relevant to us here in Chapel today. We are all capable of acts of 
bravery and courage in our lives every day. As teenagers we are often put under intense 
pressure to do what our mates are doing, which may not be the ‘right’ thing to do. By making 

the right choices, for example, not drinking and driving, or making sure that our mates don’t, 

is a brave and courageous decision. The ad on TV where the young guy “internalises a 
complicated situation” then tells his mate not to drive is a great example of courage. When 
we see a situation at school or out in the community that we know is not right, maybe 
someone being bullied or a kid being hit, it is the brave and courageous person that speaks 
up, or tells a responsible adult what they have witnessed. We won’t be awarded the Victoria 

Cross for our efforts, but if we all look out for each other, the difference in our School and our 

community can be huge. 
 
It is not always easy for us, adults included, to make the right choices. We all want to feel 
part of the crowd and fit in, but there are certainly many occasions when we need to be brave 
in order to do what is right. 
 
I’m going to tell you a short story about a boy who made a difference at a school called 
Monroe High: 
 

“The Most Mature Thing I’ve Ever Seen” 
(A story taken from “Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul”) 

 
Every student at Monroe High School knew about it.  Nobody did it.  Nobody. 
 
Lunchtime at Monroe High School was consistent.  As soon as the bell that ended the last morning 
class started ringing, the students swarmed toward their lockers.  Then those who didn’t eat in the 
cafeteria headed with their sack lunches toward the quad.  The quad was a large, treeless square of 
concrete in the centre of campus.  It was the meeting-and-eating place. 
 
Around the quad, the various school cliques assembled.  The druggies lined up on the south side.  
The punkers were next to them.  On the east side were the brothers.  Next to them were the nerds and 
brains.  The jocks stood on the north side next to the surfers.  The rednecks were on the west side.  
The socialites were in the cafeteria.  Everybody knew their place. 
 
This arrangement did create some tension.  But for all the tension generated on the perimeter of the 
quad at lunchtime, it was nothing compared with the inside of the quad. 
 
The inside was no-man’s land. 
 
Nobody at Monroe walked across the middle of the quad.  To get from one side to the other, students 
walked around the quad.  Around the people.  Around the stares. 
 
Everybody knew about it, so nobody did it. 
 
Then one day at the beginning of spring, a new student arrived at Monroe.  Her name was Lisa.  She 
was unfamiliar to the area; in fact, she was new to the state. 
 
And although Lisa was pleasant enough, she did not quickly attract friends.  She was overweight and 
shy, and the style of her clothes was not … right. 
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She had enrolled at Monroe that morning.  All morning she had struggled to find her classes, 
sometimes arriving late, which was especially embarrassing.  The teachers had generally been 
tolerant, if not cordial.  Some were irritated; their classes were already too large, and now this added 
paperwork before class. 
 
But she had made it through the morning to the lunch bell.  Hearing the bell, she sighed and entered 
the crush of students in the hall.  She weaved her way to her locker and tried her combination three, 
four, five times before it banged open.  Standing in front of her locker, she decided to carry along with 
her lunch all of her books for afternoon classes.  She thought she could save herself another trip to 
her locker by eating lunch on the steps in front of her next class. 
 
So Lisa began the longest walk of her life – the walk across campus toward her next class.  Through 
the hall, down the steps.  Across the lawn.  Across the sidewalk.  Across the quad. 
 
As Lisa walked, she shifted her heavy books, alternatively resting the arm that held her light lunch.  
She had grabbed too many books; the top book kept slipping off, and she was forced to keep her eye 
on it in a balancing act as she moved past the people, shifting the books from arm to arm, focusing on 
the balanced book, shuffling forward, oblivious to her surroundings. 
 
All at once she sensed something: The air was eerily quiet.  A nameless dread clutched her.  She 
stopped.  She lifted her head. 
 
Hundreds of eyes were staring.  Cruel, hateful stares.  Pitiless stares.  Angry stares.  Unfeeling, cold 
stares.  They bore into her. 
 
She froze, dazed, pinned down.  Her mind screamed, No!  This can’t be happening! 
 
What happened next people couldn’t say for sure.  Some later said she dropped her book, reached 
down to pick it up, and lost her balance.  Some claimed she tripped.  It didn’t matter how it happened. 
 
She slipped to the pavement and lay there, legs splayed, in the centre of the quad. 
 
Then the laughter started, like an electric current jolting the perimeter, charged with a nightmarish 
quality, wrapping itself around and around its victim. 
 
And she lay there. 
 
From every side fingers pointed, and then the taunt began, building in raucous merriment, building in 
heartless insanity:  “You! You! You! YOU!” 
 
And she lay there. 
 
From the edge of the perimeter, a figure emerged slowly.  He was a tall boy, and he walked rigidly, as 
though he were measuring each step.  He headed straight toward the place where the fingers pointed.  
As more and more students noticed someone else in the middle, the calls softened, and then they 
ceased.  A hush flickered over the crowd. 
 
The boy walked into the silence.  He walked steadily, his eyes fixed on the form lying on the concrete. 
 
By the time he reached the girl, the silence was deafening.  The boy simply knelt and picked up the 
lunch sack and the scattered books, and then he placed his hand under the girl’s arm and looked into 
her face.  And she got up. 
 
The boy steadied her once as they walked across the quad and through the quiet perimeter that 
parted before them. 
 
The next day at Monroe High School at lunchtime a curious thing happened.  As soon as the bell that 
ended the last morning class started ringing, the students swarmed toward their lockers.  Then those 
who didn’t eat in the cafeteria headed with their sack lunches across the quad. 
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From all parts of the campus, different groups of students walked freely across the quad.  No one 
could really explain why it was okay now.  Everybody just knew.  And if you ever visit Monroe High 
School, that’s how it is today. 
 
It happened some time ago.  I never even knew his name.  But what he did, nobody who was there 
will ever forget. Nobody. 

 
And so today, I leave you with these thoughts: be brave and courageous everyday by making 
the right choices, rather than the easiest choices.  In Mathew Chapter 7, Verse 13, the Bible 
says “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to 
destruction and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to 
life and only a few find it.” What this means is that anyone can go through the wide gate or 
take the easy option. The students on the outside of the quad at Monroe High School were 
taking the easy option of not walking through no-man’s land and kept to their own. The 
narrow gate is making the tough choices and doing what you know is right. Like the boy who 
walked through the middle of the quad to help the new girl at Monroe High School. By doing 
what was right he demonstrated bravery and courage. Yet although the tall boy remained 
unknown he was able to stand up for he believed in and make a difference. This illustrates 
that although we may not have positions of power, be popular or even have a Victoria Cross 
anyone can choose to be brave.  
 
So I leave you with the question what will you do when you next see someone fall? 
 

SERMON DELIVERED BY DAVID ROONEY, THURSDAY, 9TH
 AUGUST – “TRUST IS A FUNNY THING” 

 
Trust is a funny thing. Something we as humans struggle to grasp the concept of. We 
struggle to grasp how much power we have through one small word. To some of us that’s all 
it is, just a word. A word that we carelessly throw around. We often hear people say “you can 
trust me.” But the reality is that, trust is one of the most powerful things in the world. If 
someone gives you knowledge about himself or herself, you have the power to destroy them. 
You have the ability to let them fall straight onto their back.   
 
The reading says “You can trust me.” Putting trust in someone is a big ask so it is the 
responsibility of the one being trusted, not to let the other person down. 
 
Breaking someone’s trust is something you can never come back from. They will constantly 
be reminded of the time you let them down and their assurance in you, as a person will 
diminish. Breaking someone’s trust is the same, as not catching them when they fall. You are 
there to support them, to help them yet you watch them fall straight on their back. A trust that 
has taken so long to build is suddenly gone in a matter of seconds. Nothing can change that. 
No apology can rewind time and the feelings of that person you let fall, will now be 
completely different. We take trust for granted. We think it should come naturally, without any 
effort, yet true faith in someone else takes years to build. So there you are; the person you 
care so much about lying on the floor because you didn’t catch them. Some people would get 
up and walk away, never to speak to you again; leaving you there all alone. While others will 
stand up, brush themselves off and shake your hand. The people that forgive you after you 
let them fall; they are the ones you should hold onto. They are the friends who you love. The 
people in your life that allow themselves to forgive, and have the courage to trust you again 
are a special sort of people. They are the type of people who are worth holding onto. Where 
making the same mistake twice is not an option.  
 
A little girl and her father were crossing a bridge. 
The father was kind of scared so he asked his little daughter:  
"Sweetheart, please hold my hand so that you don't fall into the river." The little girl said: 
"No, Dad. You hold my hand."  
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"What's the difference?" asked the puzzled father.  
"There's a big difference," replied the little girl.  
"If I hold your hand and something happens to me, chances are that I may let your hand go. 
But if you hold my hand, I know for sure that no matter what happens, you will never let my 
hand go."  
 
In any relationship, the essence of trust is not in its bind, but in its bond. So hold the hand of 
the person whom you love rather than expecting them to hold yours… Because to be trusted, 
is a greater compliment than to be loved.  
 

SERVICE OF CONFIRMATION – SUNDAY, 12TH
 AUGUST 

 
Six St Paul’s Collegiate students (i.e. Mark Davis, Harrison Draper-Kidd, Edward Johnstone, 
Tyrell Martin, Jonathan Ring and Craig Stocker) joined staff member, Mr Andrew Tharratt in 
being confirmed into the Anglican faith. 
 
The Baptism and Confirmation Service held on Sunday, 12th August saw Archbishop David 
Moxon perform the moving ceremony for the candidates for confirmation.  As a School, we 
would like to congratulate each of the boys for having the courage and strength of character 
to make this important step, in their Christian journey, in front of their peers in the 
congregation. 
 
Just under 50% of our Year 9 intake each year arrive at St Paul’s having not been Baptised 
or Christened.  I would like to encourage families to seriously consider this option for their 
son or daughter in 2013.  Many St Paul’s families come with a strong Muslin, Christian, Sikh 
or Buddhist faith, but for others the question of a public commitment of faith has been 
deferred until their son/daughter has experienced the Christian Dimension of St Paul’s.  The 
daily prayer, hymns and the weekly Chapel service and Religious Education lessons should 
give students an insight into the values and teachings of the Christian Church.  I would like to 
think that as parents and as a School we could work together to help encourage as many of 
our students to make that first step, in publicly declaring the values that they would like to 
strive to work towards, in their later adult lives. 
 

SCHOOL HOUSE CHAPEL SERVICE – SUNDAY, 19TH
 AUGUST 2012 

 
Readings:  Alex Gudsell and Malcolm Luman  
Prayer:  Joseph Velzian 
Sermon:  Sam Armstrong 
 
Theme: Energy, Effort, Enthusiasm and Encouragement 
 
Energy, effort, enthusiasm and encouragement. These four virtues surround the Big E 

award, as well as serving as the foundation for School House. This award isn’t just given to 

the guy who is the best at their chosen field, but to the guy who gives it their all, even if it’s 
not their cup of tea. 
 

I can say that this award is an important part of my life here at St Paul’s, and I realised that at 

the 2009 Swimming Sports. 

 

People should remember that back then, I thought I was the best swimmer in my year, but 

even though I gave it my all I was soundly beaten in every race. During my second final I was 

considering giving up and throwing in the towel, but the House was cheering me on as I 

came in. They didn’t care about my lacklustre 3rds or 4ths. They were just stoked that I got 
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into the pool and swam my heart out. After winning the Big E award for my efforts, I truly felt 

like part of the House, our House - School House. 
 
If I had to pick someone who personifies the values of the Big E, it would be Eric 
Moussambani, or as he’s known “Eric the Eel”. This swimmer from Equatorial Guinea went to 

the 2000 Sydney Olympics with one goal: To make his country proud. After two false starts 

from the other competitors in his heat, he raced against himself. He was, to put it bluntly: 
agonisingly slow, but he pressed on, and finished with a time of 1 minute 52 seconds. 
Beating his own national record and winning the crowds support. He didn’t make the semi-
finals but was made a cult hero of the games, and a parade was held when he went back to 
his home nation. He currently works as the Equatorial Guinea national swimming coach. His 
swim, which we’ll hopefully play, shows his gutsy swim and proves that you don’t have to be 
the best sportsman to be successful (YouTube “Most memorable swimming event in Sydney 
Olympics”) 
 
These virtues don’t just stop once you leave the sports field or stage, you can use them to 

connect with others. With a little bit of effort, like a simple “hello” or even just smiling at 

someone as you walk past can help change their mood, change their day and even change 
their outlook on life, and that’s just one example. If you put energy and effort into what you 
do, you can help your friends with issues, stand up against bullies, even save lives. 
 
If we all put these cornerstones into our lives, the sky is the limit as to what we can achieve. 
So I ask you: if you see someone who looks glum, simply put in some effort and help them 
out. It will definitely change their life and it might change yours. 
 

DAY STUDENT CHAPEL OBLIGATIONS 

 
Day boys and girls are required to basically attend two Sunday evening Chapel services 
each term – the Full School event scheduled each term (i.e. Founders’ Day Service, Garden 
of Remembrance Service or Carol Service) and one other service which is normally the 
service delivered by their own House. 
 
Participation in such Sunday Worship is a compulsory requirement of attendance at St 
Paul’s.  At times when such services may clash with a family event or a day student may be 
unable to attend due to an illness, they are expected to make up the Chapel missed by 
attending the next scheduled Chapel Service.  Boarders for their part attend Sunday evening 
worship, almost every Sunday of the term. 
 
It is crucial that St Paul’s families reinforce the importance of attendance at such weekend 
services to their children.  We recognise it at times may be inconvenient to have to travel to 
School on a Sunday evening, but participation in the occasional weekend service is a 
mandatory responsibility of all St Paul’s day students.  The opportunities at St Paul’s 
represent a package – academic excellence in the classroom, involvement in a summer and 
winter sport, pushing the comfort zone by singing in the House Choir, performing the School 
Haka, or learning an instrument.  The Christian Dimension is the fourth Cornerstone of that 
package.  It is what defines our Special Character and it is important that all families support 
this crucial dimension of St Paul’s. 
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SERMON BY CRAIG SCOTT (YEAR 9) – WEDNESDAY, 29TH
 AUGUST 2012 

 
Theme: Generosity 
 
In  1984,  Sir  Bob  Geldof  brought  together  a  group  of  vocal  singers  to  create  the  
band  “Band  Aid”  in  the  United Kingdom,  and  created  the  song  “Do  they  know  it’s  
Christmas”  to  raise  money  for  the  poor  children  over  in  Africa. 
 
This  inspired  a  group  of  American  singers  called  the   “Supergroup USA for Africa”  to  
come  together  and  create  the  song  “We  are  the  World,”  also  to  raise  money  for   
Africa. 
 
Continuing  from  that,  a  show  was  put  on  called  “Live  Aid,”  organised  by  Sir  Bob  
Geldof  and  Midge  Ure,  which  was  performed  at  two  different  stadiums.  This  show  
included  those  that  I  have  just  been  talking  about,  and many  other  great  hits.  All the 
profits of this also went to Africa.  These songs and the show raised $300 plus for Africa. 
 
This is an act of generosity.  Starting  from  one  man’s  idea  to  help  Africa,  this  generosity  
spread  to  others,  as they  wanted  to  help  the  children  of  Africa. 
 
Generosity  can  happen  any time,  and  place,  and  can  be  shown  by  anyone.  
Generosity is a key virtue in our local and School society.  Giving  and  not  expecting  to  get 
anything  back  is  generosity,  where  we  don’t  want  to  be  rewarded.  
 
When  we  have  mufti  days,  we  raise  money  for  a  charity our  School  has  chosen.  But  
the  problem  is  that  when  we have  mufti  days,  most  of  us  only  pay  the  money  so  we  
can  be  in  mufti -  a  day  off  from wearing our uniform.  We  don’t  think  where  it  may  be  
going,  or  whom  it  may  be  going  to,  we  only  care  about  ourselves.  This  is  not  
generosity. 
 
Generosity  comes  from  our  heart  and  soul.  We  should want  to  do  it  to  make  others  
feel  good and  have  a  good day.  
 
Sometimes  generosity  can  be  the  small  things,  such  as giving  some  change  to  
someone  who  needs  50  more  cents  to  catch  the  bus,  or  some  help  with  some  hard 
school  work.  But  sometimes  it  can  be  the  big  things,  such  as  helping  the  poor  over  
in  Africa,  like  the  singers in  our  story  did,  or  possibly  donating  half  your  winnings of  
Lotto  to  the  Cancer  Foundation.  These  things  can  come  from  the  heart,  and  they  
show  how  much  you may  care  about  others. 
 
Generosity  is  like  a  gift  to  others,  but  you  can  give  it every  day  of  the  year.  Those 
who give generosity, get generosity - what goes around, comes around.  So why not do it 
yourself more often.  It  can  make  the  world  an easy,  cheerful  place  to  be  in. 
  

CHAPLAIN’S COMMENT 

 
Has anyone ever heard of Matt Harding?  You may have heard of him being referred to as 
‘Dancing Matt’ or you may have seen his video clips on YouTube, often called ‘Where the 
Hell is Matt.’  Matt and his videos have a rather interesting story.  He was a twenty-
something computer geek who decided to do a bit of travelling in 2005.  Because of his 
computer background, he created a blog and would often video himself in the various 
locations that he visited.  At one location, his friend said ‘Do that stupid dance that you love 
to do.’ So he did.  Later that day he uploaded the video onto his blog.  Due to various 
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 2012 Heads and Deputy Heads of School 

model the new Prefects’ Blazers 

circumstances, the video made its way onto Youtube and soon went viral, and ‘Dancing Matt’ 
was born. 
 
Matt is now sponsored by Stride 
gum (yes, a chewing gum 
company!) to travel around the 
world, dancing at various locations.  
Every year, Matt produces a 
compilation of his dancing videos 
where he is accompanied by locals 
doing his silly little dance. 
 
I love the videos for many reasons.  
First of all, the videos symbolise so 
beautifully the joy that can be felt in 
music and dance.  Secondly, I love 
the symbolism of the unity within the 
diversity that the videos represent.  
In this four minute videos, we see 
people from every different race and 
culture temporarily united through 
music, dance and movement.  It is 
breath-taking! 
 
Imagine a world with no diversity – 
where we all looked the same, 
spoke the same, acted the same.  
That would be so boring!  But that is 
not how God made our world.  He 
made our world to be beautifully and 
wonderfully diverse.  There are over 
7 billion people in this world!  Think 
about it – 7 billion unique people all 
formed by our Creator who loves us more deeply than anything!  This diversity is such a 
blessing and it needs to be celebrated!   
 
A couple of weeks ago, St Paul’s celebrated International Week, where we explored the 
many different cultures represented at our School.  We had the chance to learn about and 
honour the many diverse cultures found in our School community.  However, this celebration 
of our diversity should not simply be something we do for one week each year; this sense of 
celebration and wonderment should be part of the daily school life! 
 
Matt Harding’s videos are a powerful symbol of the joy that can be experienced when we as 
human beings come together to celebrate our shared humanity as it is expressed in our 
social, ethnic and cultural diversity.  I pray that this spirit of joy would be felt at St Paul’s as 
we find ways to honour and give thanks for our splendid diversity, and that this diversity 
continues to be woven together into the beautiful tapestry that is the St Paul’s community. 
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
The first half of Term 3 has gone extremely quickly and senior students are just completing 
their all-important Benchmark examinations.  They will have just three school weeks until the 
start of the Cambridge examination and seven school weeks, or barely 30 class lessons, 
before the actual three-hour NCEA examinations commence.  Many subject teachers are 
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currently offering tutorials either before school, at lunchtime or after school.  Many will make 
themselves available to run revision classes over the upcoming October holiday period.  It is 
crucial that at least one week of the upcoming October break is allocated to a 
revision/study programme for the upcoming external examinations. 

 
The first part of this term has produced many highlights.  Tommy Moss’ win in the National 
Lions Speechmaker contest was a tremendous individual achievement.  While the quality of 
performances at the Solo, Group, Choir categories of the House Music Festival and then 
again at the Celebration of Music event, shows that the depth and range of musical talent is 
growing within the School.  We enjoyed considerable success in the winter sports codes.  
The U55Kg and U14 Rugby sides joined the 1st XI and 2nd XI Girls’ Hockey sides in making 
the finals of their respective sporting competitions.  While the 1st XV had a strong end to their 
season, accounting for St Peter’s School and National Champions, Whangarei Boys’ High 
School.  It will be interesting to see how our senior sports teams perform in their National 
Tournaments. 
 
The focus of the remainder of the year must be Academic.  Co-curricular activities will slowly 
diminish and scholastic studies will assume high prominence in the School programme.  Self-
discipline, persistence and consistent study will ultimately determine the quality of the grades 
achieved from the fourth term examinations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
G W LANDER 
HEADMASTER 

1
st

 XV Rugby team finishes the winter season getting down and dirty in 

their game against Whangarei High School 


